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Aquarium of the Pacific

Discover all our exhibits, including sea otters, sharks, sea

jellies, frogs, and more in our Tropical, Northern, and

Southern California/Baja Galleries.

Shopping - Shoreline Village

Shoreline Village offers a wide selection of waterfront

restaurants to fit your particular mood; ranging from

simple snacks to upscale waterfront fine dining. Shop one

of the waterfront shops for beach wear, casual clothing,

sunglasses, shoes and sandals, décor and home wear, hot

sauces and more...

Best Restaurants in Belmont Shore

Whether you are with a group of friends, family, or

co-workers, these restaurants in Belmont will

shore-ly make for a great dinner out on the town!

www.iuota.com
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Harbor Cruises - Long Beach Cruises
Variety of narrated cruises such as Whale Watching

Cruise, Queen Mary, Long Beach Harbor, Dolphin and Sea

Life Cruises. Truly a memorable experience for all ages!

Nightlife in Long Beach

Long Beach after dark is a world like no other--filled with

scintillating salsa, sultry jazz, classic rock n’ roll and some

of the leading sounds on the alternative scene.

The Queen Mary Tours*

Tours and exhibits offerings: The Cunard Story, The

Steam and Steel Tour, The Glory Days, Churchill/

Haunted Encounters, 4D Theater, The Shipyard, Ship

Model Gallery

Swan Boat Rentals

The Swan Pedal Boat rentals at Rainbow Lagoon Park are

the hottest, one-of-a-kind outdoor activity in Downtown

Long Beach. Both out-of-towners and Long Beach locals

enjoy this renowned experience that’s a refreshing

change from the typical beachside pastimes.

EL DORADO PARK / NATURE CENTER

Looking for a bit of nature in the middle of the city? El

Dorado Nature Center is an oasis of natural habitat. The

nearly 100 acres that make up the Nature Center grounds

provide sanctuary to over 150 species of birds, a wide

variety of trees and plant life and many species of urban

wildlife including turtles, frogs, rabbits, skunks and

squirrels.
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*currently closed, but should be open by the time of the convention
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